February 9, 2012 started out like any other day at the VLT office, as the part-time staff of three dealt with the routine tasks each day brings: responding to emails, paying bills, and developing a project budget, as well as the tasks more specific to our work such as drafting easements or planning a fund drive.

And then, around 11 a.m., the phone rang. Sheri Romer-Day, office assistant and accreditation coordinator, answered. She chatted with the party on the other end for quite a while, before turning around, face aglow, to announce, “VLT is accredited!” These three words meant that VLT had achieved the goal begun more than three years ago, when former executive director Lucy McCarthy proposed to the board that the organization take advantage of this opportunity (offered by the Land Trust Accreditation Commission, an independent program of the Land Trust Alliance) to be publicly recognized for the quality of our work.

The public is increasingly demanding accountability from government and nonprofit organizations, including land trusts. Independent accreditation provides the assurance of quality and permanence of land conservation that the public and donors look for, and publicly recognizes a land trust’s ability to protect in perpetuity the places its community holds dear. As Tammara Van Ryn, Executive Director of the Land Trust Accreditation Commission put it, “Accredited land trusts meet national quality standards for protecting important natural places and working lands forever. The accreditation seal lets the public know that the accredited land trust has undergone an extensive external review of the governance and management of its organization and the systems and policies it uses to protect land.”

Thanks to a grant from the Maine Land Trust Excellence Program, Sheri was hired to oversee the completion of the application for accreditation. The application process also afforded VLT the opportunity to update and sharpen policies and procedures that will guide our operations and streamline our work. Coincidentally, having such comprehensive documentation helped ease the transition to a new executive director.

The questions focused on indicator practices such as the following:

- Responsible governance of the organization
- Protection of the public interest with sound and sustainable land transactions and stewardship
- Ethical operations
- Accountability to donors and the public
- Compliance with all laws

All this work really began over twenty-five years ago with the organization’s conscientious founders, who laid the framework and principles by which VLT has done its work. Each new board member, staff person, and volunteer has continued to contribute to the high standards that have enabled us to achieve this prestigious mark of excellence.

Vinalhaven Land Trust originally adopted the Land Trust Standards and Practices as its guiding principles in 2005. In order to achieve the coveted accreditation status, however, VLT had to prove that we actually implemented these principles, and that they guide all decisions made and actions taken by the organization. Our “proof” was compiled into two 4-inch notebooks containing more than 1,300 pages and weighing over fifteen pounds—and we had to create four such sets of notebooks, three for the Accreditation Commission to review and one for us.

As Vinalhaven Land Trust strives to promote the conservation of our island’s significant plant and wildlife habitat, our water resources, and our scenic and historic spaces, in order to preserve the traditional character of our community for future generations, rest assured that we will continue to maintain the highest of standards.
Hello to all VLT friends! I started my work with Vinalhaven Land Trust in early January, and can only say thank goodness we didn’t have three feet of snow this year. The open winter has allowed me to travel the island by bicycle, and learn my way around most of the twenty-five properties owned in fee by VLT. On top of that, there have been grant proposals to help write, conservation easement properties to monitor, access issues to research, and meetings with other organizations like Maine Coast Heritage Trust and other Penobscot Bay area land trusts.

Through it all, I’m keeping my eye on the all-important Memorial Day deadline for having all the trails and signs at their best for the wave of summer visitors. In short, I’m finding plenty of ways to spend my 16 hours a week—and my to-do list just keeps getting longer.

My work takes me to a lot of beautiful spots, so whenever I head into the field for the day, my camera goes along too. It’s a Canon EOS Rebel—not the fanciest maybe, but certainly as good as I need. I carry it in a watertight, impact-resistant Pelikan hard case, which I consider to be the best sixty-five dollars I ever spent. Over the last five years it’s saved my camera and two lenses from at least fifteen serious falls, from Mt. Katahdin to the Grand Canyon and back again. Having the Pelikan allows me to always have my camera handy, no matter how wild the weather or rough the terrain, and that’s pretty much my golden rule: if you walk around in wild spots and always have a camera, you’ll get good pictures. Here are a few of my favorites from the past three months.

I’ll look forward to meeting many of you over the course of the coming summer. Feel free to contact me with any questions or comments you have about VLT’s preserves and trails: recent blowdowns, interesting things you spotted, good or bad experiences, whatever; and by all means if you’d ever like to volunteer for some trail work, please do get in touch. You can email me at kerry.hardy@vinalhavenlandtrust.org.

See you on the trails!

-Kerry Hardy, Stewardship Coordinator

**Winter is the Shortest Season**

Long Cove seen from Fox Rocks: I’m sure a million other people have taken virtually the same shot, but that doesn’t make me like this any less. It was taken just around sunset in mid-February, with the temperature in the teens and a northwest wind blowing at my back. What a great spot to have a conservation easement with hiking trails.

Gray seal family: In late January, VLT board member Steve Rosen was kind enough to take John Drury and me out to Seal Island in his lobster boat for a chance to see a lot of gray seals and bald eagles. The seals were having their pups then, and the eagles—anywhere from thirty to eighty at a time—are prompt to clean up any that don’t survive.

Ledge near Stoddard Island: Whenever I visit Stoddard Island, I come back with four or five dozen pictures. There’s just always something there to point the camera at—waterfowl, land and seascapes, or just a ledge covered with barnacles and rockweed like this one. I haven’t yet figured out why most maps call it “Stoddart” but all the locals call it Stoddard Island—can anyone out there solve this riddle for me?

Hooded mergansers on Carver’s Pond: The male “hoodie” might well be called the Elvis of ducks, with a resplendent pompadour that he inflates at will. The female is similarly equipped, but calls different characters to mind—Phyllis Diller, or maybe even Elsa “Bride of Frankenstein” Lanchester.
Remembering George Flynn

VLT lost a good friend on March 20, with the passing of George Flynn.

George had a sincere belief in Maine’s maritime tradition. In addition to his longstanding support of Vinalhaven Land Trust, he also served on the Board of Trustees of Penobscot Marine Museum in Searsport, ME, and was their president for a number of years. He suited Maine and Maine suited him because Mainers tend to shun pretention and show.

It was George’s love of boats and boating that brought him to Vinalhaven more than 50 years ago. He was looking for someone to build a wooden lobster boat for him to use while cruising the Connecticut River. Boat builder Gosta (known affectionately as Gus) Skoog was just the man for the job and they became fast friends. And this friendship ultimately culminated in a permanent home for the land trust office in Skoog Memorial Park.

As young men, Gus Skoog and his brother Fritz had left Sweden for Vinalhaven, seeking work and a better life. Gus started out in the quarrying industry, cutting paving stone for the Bodwell Granite Company. But the granite industry collapsed during the depression and Gus was out of a job. He showed his exemplary work ethic and learned boatbuilding. In 1974, when he had been building boats for about 40 years, Gus was quoted as saying, “I wasted 20 years of my life as a stonecutter before I found my real trade as a boat builder.”

In the 1960s, George purchased a 1.3 acre wedge of land on Sands Cove so Gus could have a larger site for his boatbuilding business. This wedge was mostly built land, part of the original Stone Yard, the area where Bodwell Granite Company had cut and sculpted granite. Over the years, the area around the shed and out into Sands Cove was gradually filled with grout, the debris from the cutting operations. When the shed’s doors were closed for the last time, the Stone Yard was divided up into numerous parcels as compensation for the stockholders; it was one of these parcels that George purchased. He had thirty-two loads of fill brought in and he and Gus put up the little red building, where Gus built many more boats—over 100 in his lifetime—before retiring in 1986, at the age of 90.

After Gus passed away in 1987, George began to think about the future of his property, searching for a way to meld his love of the land with his affection and admiration for the sea, and to commemorate the skills, work habits, and sturdy character of Gus Skoog. In 1993, George generously offered these 1.3 acres to Vinalhaven Land Trust, but before the board could accept the gift, he had to go to the expense of clearing title to a tiny wedge of land near the road that was missing an owner. In 1993, Skoog Memorial Park was dedicated in honor of George’s good friend, Gus. George also gave us a gift of seed money towards the upkeep of the park, providing it was matched 1:1 by VLT’s supporters, a match VLT’s members quickly helped us meet. The park is now home to our office, where our staff and visitors enjoy incredible views of the entrance to Carver’s Harbor. Island Sail has a waterfront location here, there’s a kiosk with trail guides and other information, many VLT and Maine Coast Heritage Trust walks start from the park, and the picnic tables along the shore are a wonderful spot from which to watch the comings and goings of the ferry and the lobster fleet. George’s gift in memory of his friend continues to benefit the entire community.

George came to Vinalhaven to visit with the Skoog family almost yearly, until failing health prevented the trip. He would stow several loaves of Portuguese sweet bread in his truck—it’s said he never owned a comfortable sedan. His excursions always brought him to Skoog Park and a visit to the office, where he became good friends with the staff and board. Watching the impact his gift made as VLT matured and the sailing program grew gave him great pleasure.

A lifelong resident of Hartford, Connecticut, George had a full life of 91 years when he passed away at Middlewoods of Farmington, where he had lived in recent years. He was a graduate of the Kingswood School and Brown University (class of 1943), with a degree in engineering. After serving in the Army’s Supply Corps in World War II, he worked for Pratt and Whitney Machine Tool in West Hartford, Connecticut.

“Sunset and evening star, and one clear call for me...” We’ll miss you, George!

-Linnell Mather with invaluable assistance from past VLT president, Linda Labaree
Vinalhaven Land Trust is honored when someone chooses to make a donation to us in memory of a loved one. We asked some donors for a short quote to share with you about these people who loved Vinalhaven and the work of Vinalhaven Land Trust.

“Three tickets to Heaven.” That was the note Eunice Wood wrote on a stash of ferry tickets to Vinalhaven she sent daughter Elizabeth a year or so before she died. She believed in conserving special places for all to enjoy, but it was the people of Vinalhaven she appreciated the most.

Nancy was a smart and straightforward New England Yankee, so she found many kindred spirits on Vinalhaven.

George Webster was a familiar sight to many of us, as he and his wife, Dot, walked through town and out the Sands Road almost every day. In George’s memory, Dot has donated a beautiful granite bench, created by Fred Granger, to VLT. Visitors to Skoog Park now have a place to sit as they peruse our trail guides or wait for an event to begin, and contemplate the roadside that George had loved.

Thanks to these stalwart volunteers, several truck loads of trash were cleaned up from around the Basin in a mid-April Vinalhaven Land Trust and Maine Coast Heritage Trust co-sponsored event. Pictured: Kerry Hardy, Virginia Quick, Merry and Jim Boone, Andy Dorr, Pat Lundholm, and David and Susie Lawrence. Photo by MCHT steward, Kirk Gentalen.

Changing Times

There are many ways to communicate these days, and although VLT does not feel any need to be at the forefront of the new technologies, we do want to reach you, our members and supporters, in ways that work best for you. This beloved newsletter has been published semiannually since 1988, but we now have alternative choices to offer.

Our website (www.vinalhavenlandtrust.org) offers in-depth information about VLT, including discussions of what we do, the history of some of VLT’s preserves, information about our board, and a complete and current listing of all VLT sponsored events. From the website, you can link to Kirk Gentalen’s Sightings Report, co-sponsored by VLT and Maine Coast Heritage Trust. Combining both in-depth information and humor, these reports provide wonderful insights into what Kirk and others have recently spotted in the woods, fields, waters, and backyards of Vinalhaven.

Following VLT on Facebook is another great way to learn about what’s happening on the island. There you’ll find reminders about upcoming walks, talks, and other events, land protection stories, news from our preserves, the occasional great picture, and volunteer opportunities. We see this as a vehicle for both reference and spontaneous conversation about goings on at VLT. The Facebook page is a place for you to upload pictures of and comments about Vinalhaven’s wilderness, its wildlife, and the people who are out enjoying them. If you are on Facebook, we invite you to visit our Facebook page and click “like” to keep in touch.

We occasionally send emails (rarely more than four per year) to let you know some exciting news, such as our Accreditation recognition. We use Constant Contact to support this option, and if you don’t want to receive these emails, all it takes is a click of the mouse to opt off the list. Providing us with your email address at info@vinalhavenlandtrust.org will ensure that you receive these mailings.

Finally, we are starting to post our newsletters on our website. If you are among the people who do all your reading at your desk, or on your Kindle or iPad, and would like to receive your newsletter the same way, you can let us know at info@vinalhavenlandtrust.org and we will notify you when it is “up”, and stop mailing the paper copy.

There is something here, we hope, for everyone. We welcome your feedback on any and all of these information sources, and hope you’ll participate in all that work for you.

-Pat Lundholm

Calling All Members

Your membership in Vinalhaven Land Trust is what makes our organization effective and successful. If you haven’t already done so, please support VLT by renewing your membership today. With a mild winter behind us, these longer, warmer days of spring have us listening for peepers and woodcocks, thinking about hiking VLT’s trails, and looking for spring warblers. As you look forward to the new season, remember how important your membership is to conserving the woods, fields, and wetlands of our island and providing programs that educate all of us on being better stewards of the natural world. We need your support and we thank you for it.
SUMMER EVENTS CALENDAR 2012

All events are free and open to the public and are held rain or shine. Unless noted, all walks originate at Skoog Park, which is located off of Sands Road, about 500 yards west of the ferry terminal. Check out www.vinalhavenlandtrust.org for more information, events, and updates.

MAY

Mornings (1,10,15,22) at 7 a.m.: Bird walks with Kirk Gentalen, in partnership with Maine Coast Heritage Trust (MCHT). Meet at the Medical Center parking lot. Parking is limited, so please walk, bike, or carpool if possible.

12th at 8 a.m.: Warbler Walk with John Drury.

19th at 9:30 a.m.: Native American names for common plants and critters with Kerry Hardy.

June 11th and 18th at 8 a.m.: Bird walks with Kirk Gentalen, in partnership with MCHT.

20th at 4 p.m.: Annual meeting. A brief business meeting followed by our speaker, Kevin Case of the Land Trust Alliance. Join us afterwards for delicious refreshments, and a chance to meet and visit with the staff, board, and other VLT members.

July 3rd at 9:30 a.m.: “Meet your local farmer” tour of Creelman Family Farm, in partnership with the ARC and MFT.

10th at 7 p.m.: Quaries with Scott Candage, Washington School.

11th and 18th at 8 a.m.: Bird walks with Kirk Gentalen, in partnership with MCHT.

17th at 9:30 a.m.: “Meet your local farmer” tour of Hall Farm, in partnership with the ARC and MFT.

18th at 7 p.m.: Fox Island Stories, with Harry Gratwick, in partnership with Friends of the Vinalhaven Public Library. To be held at the Vinalhaven Public Library.

20th at 4 p.m.: Annual meeting. A brief business meeting followed by our speaker, Kevin Case of the Land Trust Alliance. Join us afterwards for delicious refreshments, and a chance to meet and visit with the staff, board, and other VLT members.

21st at 12:30 p.m.: Visit North Haven to hike the Mullen Preserve. Meet at north end dock for boat ride across and bus ride to the Preserve.

24th at 7 p.m.: “Owl Came Down from the Mountain” talk with Len Yannielli. Washington School.

25th at 9 a.m.: Intertidal Walk with Javier Peñalosa.

31st at 9:30 a.m.: “Meet your local farmer” tour of Long Cove Farm, in partnership with the ARC and MFT

AUGUST

Wednesdays at 8 a.m.: Bird walks with Kirk Gentalen, in partnership with MCHT.

4th at 9:30 a.m.: Walk to Margaret Wise Brown’s “Only House,” with Jim Boone.

6th at 9:30 a.m.: Beachcombing with Josie Iselin, Lane’s Island.

9th at 9:30 a.m.: History of the Trotting Park with Patrick Trainor.

4th at 9:30 a.m.: Forest Pests and Pathogens with District Forester Morten Moesswilde.

12th at 9:30 a.m.: Lobster Industry Walk with Bobby Warren. Please park at Skoog Park and walk to Ferry Terminal.

14th at 9:30 a.m.: “Meet your local farmer” tour of Carol Baker’s permaculture gardens, in partnership with the ARC and MFT.

14th at 7 p.m.: Island Circumambulation III with Phil Crossman. Washington School.

18th at 9:30 a.m.: A Geologic Walk through Time with George Kendrick.

21st at 7 p.m.: Easements and Land Use, in partnership with Maine Farmland Trust. Washington School.

23rd at 9:30 a.m.: Roadside geology with Patrick Trainor.

28th at 9:30 a.m.: “Meet your local farmer” tour of Charlotte Goodhue’s gardens, in partnership with the ARC and MFT.

SEPTEMBER

Wednesdays at 8 a.m.: Bird Walks.

Volunteer Opportunities at VLT

Volunteers! Without them, VLT would not be able to accomplish all that we do. Have you ever wondered how you could help? Here are some ideas.

ONGOING OPPORTUNITIES

• Adopt a trail: walk one of VLT’s trails on a regular basis, and report to VLT’s Stewardship Coordinator if you notice any issues, such as trash, overuse, blowdowns, or missing signage.

• Monitors: if you’re interested in becoming a more committed volunteer, think about becoming a monitor. VLT needs to monitor the properties on which it holds conservation easements at least once a year. An experienced monitor would work with you to familiarize you with a property and train you in the necessary observation and reporting skills.

• Island Monitoring: Are you on the water a lot? VLT could use people to keep an eye on our protected properties from the water, and keep us apprised of usage and any possible issues.

• Thank you notes: Would you like a somewhere less physical job? Do you have neat handwriting? Could you commit to come in for a couple of hours a week for several weeks to fill out thank you cards?

• Walks and Talks Committee: Do you like our Walks and Talks program? Do you have new ideas for programs? Join the Walks and Talks committee.

SHORT-TERM OPPORTUNITIES

• Help on trail work days.

• Come to Skoog Park for work days: weeds to pull, things to paint.

• Help with our annual meeting: it would be very helpful to have more hands and trucks to pick up, set up, and return the folding chairs that we borrow for our annual meeting, scheduled this year on July 20.

• Provide “finger foods” to serve after the annual meeting.

• Help with a mailing.

• Photocopy trail guides and brochures and restock the kiosk and the trail heads.

• Host a Walks speaker who wants to stay overnight.

• The Walks committee occasionally needs boats to transport groups.

• Do you have special skills that you think would be of benefit to VLT?

If any of these are of interest, please call or stop by the office and we’ll connect you with the person who can help you get started. And thanks!
Vinalhaven Land Trust Donors in 2011

VLT gratefully acknowledges the following, who made grants or gave donations to VLT last year:

In memory of:
Philip W. Brown
Matthew R. Simmons
David Strawson (3 gifts)
Nancy Swain
George Webster

In honor of:
Flora Drury
Peggy Ewing
Susie Lawrence (2 gifts)
Curly & Sandy Lieber
Richard A. Sparrow
Holmes & Didi Stockly
Carol Thompson
Pam Wetherbee
The marriage of Eleanor Bartolomeo and Young Fan

Matching Gifts
Bank of America Matching Gifts Program
Elsevier Foundation Matching Gifts Program
Goldman Sachs Matching Gifts Program
Highmark Matching Gifts Program
Pew Charitable Trusts' Matching Gifts Program

Foundations
The Blair Charitable Foundation
The Frances W. Emerson Foundation
Otter Island Foundation
The Samuel P. Pardoe Foundation

Individuals, Corporations, and Others
Ilana & Norman Adler
William Alcorn
Pam & Steve Alley
David & Holly Ambler
Addison Ames, Jr.
Larry & Maggie Anderson
Anonymous (5)
Angela & Jason Arey
Don & Sue Armstrong
Jay Arnold
Jennifer Badot
Carol Baker
James & Phyllis Baker
Sam Baron
Barton & Gingold
Dory Bayer
Susan & Todd Becker
Gay Ben Tré
John & Patricia Bergin
Philip Berneburg
Elizabeth Bickford
Geoff & Mike Bird
Chandler Blackington
Jane Blair
Heather Blake
Bill, Louisa & Victoria Boatwright
Bethany & David Bogart
Jessica Bayer & Jack Bonner IV
James & Meredith Boone
Rhoda Boughton
Gabrielle Boxer
HiYoung & Vincent Brandt
Mary Brock
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Brodt
Hooper Brooks
Janie & Thom Brown
Bruce & Joan Burnham
Judy & Skip Butler
Eliza, Joshua & Rosalie Byard
Amsy Byrd
Cameron & Rose Byrd
Cathy & Leverett Byrd
Harry & Nancy Byrd
Richard Byrd III
Eleanor L. & Levin Campbell
Jane & Ronald Campbell
Levin Campbell
Lois & Robert Candage
Alexandra & Arthur Carpenter
Margaret Casey
Maria & Stephen Cashin
Mary Catlan
Patience & Thomas Chamberlin
Ellen & Michael Chandler
Diana Cherbuliez
Susan & Theodore Cherbuliez
Phyllis & Milton Chernack
Craig & Sarah Churchill
CecilyClark
James Clayton
Jennifer Clements
Dan Chernoff & Priscilla Cobb
Alexander Cohen
Bruce & Tina Cohen
Douglas & Lois Coleman
Patricia Colhoun
Anne & Franz Colloredo-Mansfeld
Ferdinand & Susanna Colloredo-Mansfeld
Nikodemus Colloredo-Mansfeld
Chesca & Rudi Colloredo-Mansfeld
Colleen & Jim Conlan
John & Lisa Conner
Elizabeth & Michael Cooney
Fred Coughlan
Brenton & Gillian Creelman
Albert & Hilary Creighton
Elaine & Philip Crossman
Janet Crossman
Popsy Connor-Crouch and John Crouch
Ann Bardeen & Mickey Culver
Kristine Davidson
Bonnie & Eric Davis
Elhelynn Day
Judy Blevins & Howard Day
Lois & Walt Day
Edwin & Emily Dean
Leo & Penny Demers
Jennifer & Kevin Desmond
Diversified Communications
Joseph & Mara Donadio
Susan Dempster & Gerry Doughty
Germaine Drake
Alexander & Olivia Dreier
Mary Drury
Virginia Edelen
Frederica & Michael Eder
Kathleen Egan
Harry & Judith Ellenweig
Carl & Margaret Engelhart
Doug Durant & Anne Engelhart
Bill Allen & Alice Evarts
Helen & William Evarts
Holly Evarts
Grant Ditzler & Frances Evans
Patricia & Robert Evers
Joseph & Margaret Ewing
William Falcheck
Priscilla Fales
Eleanor Bartolomeo & Young C. Fan
Francis & Frank Farnsworth
Mr. & Ms. Daniel Ferguson
Richard & Virginia Fitts
Roberta FitzGerald
Joanne Flagg
Elaine Flore
Donald Fogg
Charlie & Sarah Forbes
Deborah & John French
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Fried
Marnie & Peter Frost
Cynthia Cave & Chuck Gadzik
Sean & Stacy Gambrel
Christopher & Helen Gates
Karen Gates
Diana & Ebeneezer Gay
Ebenezer & Winnifred Gay
Harvey & Pamela Geiger
Fred & Constance Gemmer
Mr. & Mrs. David Gengler
Barbara Gent
Clinton Fisher & Aviva Gerson
Eleanor Gibney
Bruce & Kay Giffin
Elaine, Ruth & John Alden & Beth Gilford
Elmer Armstrong & Cecilia Girz
Anne & Thomas Godfrey
Jessie Godfrey
Tom Gardner & Marian Godfrey
Judith & Sheldon Gordon
Peter Bodnar & Lida Gordon
Cynide Gould
Mary Krech Gould 1993 CRUT
Anita & Henry Gratwick
Joel & Rebecca Gratwick
Elizabeth & Michael Gray
Patricia Dunn & Douglas Green
Joel Greenberg
Jackson Gregory
Helene & Philip Greenen
Donna Cordner & Brent Groce
Lucy Groening
George Fosque & Marion Gorgan
David & Sara Hadden
Janet Goheere & Robert Hahl
John Haible
Paul Haible
Thomas Haible
William Haible
Dennis & Kate Hankan
Diana & Robert Harding
Margaret Hardy
Yasuko Hatano-Collier
Molly Perkins Hauck
Allan & Jeanie Hayes
David & Marianne Healey
Roy Heisler
George & Laura Heller
Susanne Heller
Stratton French & Julie Henderson
Susan Godfrey & Roger Hendrix
Ben & Vannessa Henneke
Alison & Horace Hildreth
Margo Hinman
Grace Hinrichs
Jon Andrews & Elizabeth Hodges-Andrews
Ellen & Mark Hoffman
Harry & Nancy Holcomb
Eleanor Holt
Elizabeth Holt
Gwen & L. Emmett Holt IV
Betsy & Bruce Hopkins
Edward & Sarnia Hoyt
Mr. & Ms. Will Hoyt
Sherry Huber
Hope, Mike & Bay Hudner
Elva & Horace Hunt
Mariani & Michael Imber
Benjamin & Cathy Iselin
Lea Iselin
William Iselin
Island Closet
Island Sail
Scott Fisher & Mizuko Ito
Colin & Louisa Ives
L. Jean Emery & Stephen Ives
Margaret C. Ives
Sadri Ahmadi & Checker Ives
Robert Cornell & Catherine Ives-Cornell
Emmund Jacobitti
Betsy & Harold Janeway
Sara Gordon & Scott Janzen
Beverly & William Jaques
Peter & Sue Jaques
Martin Berman & Mary Ann Jasienowski
Nina Jennings
Richard Cranford & Laura Jennings-Cranford
Ed Hirst & Pam Johnson
Elizabeth & James Johnston
Elizabeth & Stephen Jones
John & Martha Jones
Suzette & Thomas Jones
J. W. Kaempfer
Mr. & Ms. Kevin Kane
Mary & Philip Kasik
Cay & George Kendrick
John & Patricia Kennan
Gail Eierweiss & Jeff Kilbreth
Geoffrey Kimball
Hopeton & Richard Kimball
Joseph Adams & Barbara Kinder
Bruce & Jane King
Sarah Crossman & Chad King
Christian & Gwendolyn Koelbl

We make every effort to ensure the accuracy of this list. If we have inadvertently omitted or misspelled your name, please accept our deepest apologies.
Vinalhaven Land Trust Donors in 2011

VLT gratefully acknowledges the following, who made grants or gave donations to VLT last year:

Bettina Krampezt
Stephen Blatt & Lynn Krauss
Jane Bryden & Christopher Krueger
Gigi Baas & Karol Kucinski
Clyde & Lucy Kueumerle
Catherine Kukla
Josef & Susan L'Afrcain
Ben & Linda Labaree
Priscilla Carothers & Jonathan Labaree
Sylvia Lacey
Emily Lane
Jennette & William Lasansky
David & Susan Lawrence
John & Tara Lawrence
Amanda & Howard Layne
Chong & Jaqueline Lee
DiAnn & Timothy Lee
Bart Dunbar & Lisa Lewis
Emily Lewis
George Lewis, Jr.
Jan Lichtenwalter
Carolyn & William Lieber
Judith & Richard Lightfoot
Donna & Richard Littlefield
Taina Litwak
Norbert & Roger Longman
George & Sarah Loring
Theodore Johanson & Patricia Lundholm Fund of the Maine Community Foundation
June MacDonald
John & the late Caroline Macomber
Andre Bishop & Peter Manning
Joseph Marcus
Donald & Julie Marcuse
Barbara Leonard & Daniel Marra
Hugh & Susan Martin
Angela Marvin
Linnell Mather
Marianna Mather
Horace & Marjorie Maxcy
Sam Mazen
Linda & Robert McAulay
Grete & Mark McCarthy
John Drury & Lucy McCarthy
Jane Kitchel & Peter McLaughlin
Bette & Edward McCormick
Nancy Campbell & Peter McGlammery
Kate McGuskin
Larry McIntosh
Donald & Valerie McQuillan
Elsa & Thomas Menaker
Stevie Kaimmer & Mike Mesko
Frank & Mary Ellen Minichello
Barbara Kelston & Arnold Mintz
Miranda Fund of the Community Foundation of New Jersey
Ellen Mitchell
Alexandra Moffat
Banner Moffat
Francois Deschamps & Judith Mohns
Priscilla Moody
Elise & and the late Richard Morehouse
Ward Morehouse
Mary Ellen Kelley & Steven Morgan
Daveda & Ed Movitz

MPK Associates
Beth & Neil Mufson
Charles & Grace Mullern
Judy & Phil Needleman
Bill & Helene Newbold
Maxine Hunter & David Newbold
Grosvener & Wendy Newcomb
Susan Niederhoffer
Cheryl O’Heir
Lizzie Olesker
Carol & David Olson
Stephen & Thayer Olson
Mary Heller Osgood & Chris Osgood
Caroline & Charles Pardoe
Philip Conkling & Paige Parker
David Parsons
Herbert Parsons
Lizzie Clapham & Ken Parich
Jill & Pankaj Patel
James Kulp & Cathie Pawelczyk
Josie Iselin & Ken Pearce
Dan & Lucinda Pearlman
Emma Peifer
Ellen & Javier Penahosa
Annie Penfeld
Melissa & Steve Pennell
Katharine Perkins
John and Lydia Perkins Fund at the Boston Foundation
Adriana Eder & Gabriel Peter-Harp
Susan Petersmeyer
Ghereitein & Jeffrey Peterson
Wayne Cooper & Carol Petillo
Astrid & Wyman Philbrook
Carl & Lillias Pinson
Deborah Pixley
Katherine Hooper & Arthur Porter
Tom Kearney & Rebecca Pshirrer
Deb Manegold & Dwight Quayle
Richard & Virginia Quick
Geoffrey Gratwick & Lucy Quimby
James & Sharon Radford
Susan Radley
Aviva Rahmani
Ann & Thomas Ramee
Addy, Isa, Judson & Susan Raven
Fred Reed
Ken & Sylvia Reiss
James McAvoy & Erica Reitmayer
Daniel Boxer & Anne Renarde
Jay Rhoads, Jr.
Kelly & Peter Richards
Avrum Belzer & Martha Richardson
Pat L’Herrou & David Ridenour
F. Richard Pappas & Adrienne Rivers
Donald Roberts
Lloyd & Marjorie Roberts
James & Marilyn Rockefeller
Richard Morgan & Arlene Rodenbech
Charles Lowrey & Susan Rodriguez
Larry & Mary Rogers
Martha & Paul Rogers, Ill
John Baker III & Arlene Roman
Alex, Gabe & Jason Day & Sheri Romer-Day
Christian & Paul Rosell

Alice Bissell & Stephen Rosen
Doug & Margaret Rosene
Cathy & Ron Rosenstein
Ruth Ropnitz & Max Ross
Adam Rossell
Alexander Colhoun & Selina Rossiter
Wanatha Garner & Hugh Roth
Joan & Tom Rouillard
Mark & Wendy Rollevi
Elaine & Richard Ruback
Bonnie Rukin
Christina & James Runcie
Mr. & Ms. Larry Ruotolo
Anne Russell
David F. & Susan Russell
Holly & William Russell
Robert McQuilkin Jr. & Willy Russell Jr.
Shoji & Tsuneko Sadao
Jane Saltonstall and family
Julia & Paul Sampson
Katie & Matt Sawatsky
Josephine Schuman
Jean Scudder
George Jolly & Caroline Seligman
Leonard Bellanca & Rachel Seligman
Virginia Calega & Mark Sereni
Raymond McLaughlin & Jane Sheahan
Patricia & W. Stevens Sheppard
Eric & Rhoda Silverberg
Lilea & Richard Simis
Ellen Simmons
David Drinkwater & Jacqueline Smethurst
Daniel Abbasi & Deborah Smith
Marjorie Smith
Steve Brock & Jennifer Smith-Brock
Benjamin W. Labarese & Alison Snow
Ricki Soaring Dove
Jennifer Kramer & David Sobel
David Seligman & Kate Santier
Stephen L. & Caroline W. Sontheimer Fund
Mary Soyer
Lydia Sparrow & Richard Sparrow
Helen Spaulding
Beltwy Bradley & David Stansbury
Roger Bradfor & Martha Stanton
Anne Stillwagon
Elise Stockley
Stockly Fund of the Maine Community Foundation
Ernest & Fiona Stockwell
Cristina Squeff & Mitchell Stokes
Nick Lobbkowicz & Marjorie Stratton
The late David Strawson
Gloria Strazel
Linda Peterson & Fred Streigh
Ellen Stutman
Charles Sullivan
Charles & Claudia Sullivan
Bland Maloney & Edward Swain
Chris Ayres & Elizabeth Swain
David Swain
Carl & Theresa Swidorski
Karen Szczesniul
Susan Talhouk
Dorothy & Paul Talso
Arnel Taylor
Ages & Arthur Terry
James & Maude Terry
Mark & Vania Terry
Alison Thibault
Jamie & Yvonne Thomas
Carol & Skip Thompson
Michael Curtis & Margaret Thompson
Ed & Margaret Tillinghast
Patricia & Stanley Timson
Katharine Baker & Peter Titelman
Mark & Mary Lou Tolette
Ruth Sayward & Gerhardt Torborg
M.Thielking & M. Trachtenberg-Thielking
Abigail Trafford
Patience & Patrick Trainor
Benjamin & Mariana Tupper
Claude Unruh
Andrew & Katherine Updegrove
Joseph & Mary Lou Upton
Nadja & Nick van Praag
Alan Farago & Lisa Versaci
Jaqcuelyn & Mark Villinski
Vinalhaven Flea Market
Karen Walbridge
George & Mallory Waldman
Thomas Wales
Alicia & Robert Watts
Anne Hooper Webb
Delwyn Webster
Marthena Webster
Tom Godfrey, Jr. & Anne Weir
David & Sandra Weiss
Barbara Weitz
Charles Weitz
Fraggie Welch
Susan Loring Wells & Marty Wells
Frederico Welsch
Cristy West
Charles H. Pardoe & Mariel Westerman
Lauren Wetherbee
Pamela Wetherbee
Ann Helwege & Tim White
Kathy & Ken White
Daniel Ames & Linda Whittington
Peter Willauer
Ben & Betsy Williams
Jeanne Segal & Dick Williams
Beth Newbold & Pat Winkler
Fred Martin & Daniela Winkler
Cindy Wojcicki
Joan Wright
Susan Lee & John Wright
David & Sally Wylie
Christine & Leonard Yannielli
Joanna Smith & Jill Yeomans
Dick & Holly Young
Laura Hamilton & Bruce Young
Judith Zinsser
Joshua Stein & Laura Zucker

We make every effort to ensure the accuracy of this list. If we have inadvertently omitted or misspelled your name, please accept our deepest apologies.
Support Vinalhaven Land Trust

Please join us in protecting Vinalhaven’s natural beauty. To become a member, complete this coupon and return it to the address below or drop by our office in the cottage at Skoog Park. Annual dues (for each calendar year) are $10 per person.

I would like to make an additional contribution to Vinalhaven Land Trust of:

- $100
- $50
- $25
- Other $ _____________

☐ Check enclosed.

☐ Please charge my Visa or Mastercard #__________________________________________________________

Signature_________________________________________ exp.__________________

Name________________________________________________________

Address________________________________________________________________________________________

Town/City_________________________ State___________ Zip___________

Phone_________________________ Email____________________________________

All donations, including dues, are tax deductible and will ensure that you receive VLT’s newsletter and notice of special events. Contributions at all levels are greatly appreciated.

Questions? Please call us at (207) 863-2543. Thank you! www.vinalhavenlandtrust.org

Please mail to: Vinalhaven Land Trust • PO Box 268 • Vinalhaven, Maine • 04863

Vinalhaven Land Trust promotes the conservation of our island’s significant plant and wildlife habitat, our water resources, and scenic or historic spaces in order to preserve the traditional character of the community for generations to come.

Printed on recycled paper

VLT strives to promote the conservation of both wildlife habitat and historic spaces. Heritage apple trees, such as these wonderful specimens, are examples of both. Photo by Kerry Hardy.